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1. INTRODUCTION {#hex12873-sec-0006}
===============

As the people who directly experience illness and medical care, patients, families and caregivers are uniquely positioned to contribute to research efforts seeking to understand and improve illness diagnosis and management, treatments and health‐care delivery.[1](#hex12873-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} Six levels of patient stakeholder (patients, families and caregivers) engagement in health research have been proposed ranging from patients as research subjects, to more collaborative relationships whereby patients are equal partners on a research team or even leading research teams.[2](#hex12873-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} Health and medical research is rapidly evolving to include patient stakeholders as active members of research teams as advisors, collaborators and co‐investigators.

The value of including patient stakeholders in research includes improving the patient‐centredness of chosen research study design and outcomes, ensuring meaningful and culturally appropriate study materials as well as potential increases in recruitment and retention of study participants.[3](#hex12873-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [4](#hex12873-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [5](#hex12873-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [6](#hex12873-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} While improvements to the relevance and quality of research are important, more philosophical benefits include injecting democracy and accountability into the research process---especially for publicly funded research---and the empowerment of patient stakeholders.[7](#hex12873-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [8](#hex12873-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [9](#hex12873-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [10](#hex12873-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} These practical and moral arguments have led some funding agencies and journal editors to either mandate, or strongly endorse, patient stakeholder engagement in research including before grants and publications are considered for review.[4](#hex12873-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#hex12873-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [12](#hex12873-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#hex12873-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#hex12873-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}

It is now established that engaging patient stakeholders in research is possible at all stages of the investigative process.[15](#hex12873-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}, [16](#hex12873-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} Areas where patient stakeholders can meaningfully contribute include agenda setting, research question prioritization, assistance during study implementation, review and interpretation of results, and dissemination.[15](#hex12873-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#hex12873-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [18](#hex12873-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} However, researchers attempting to engage and partner with patient stakeholders are faced with many challenges.[16](#hex12873-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#hex12873-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [20](#hex12873-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"} This includes difficulty precisely defining roles and expectations of team members, and problems providing appropriate patient education materials about the research design and processes. Sub‐optimal, or nominal, engagement can result in tokenism where patient stakeholders left with the sense that their engagement is for the purpose of "checking a box" rather than for true partnership and collaboration*.* [19](#hex12873-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#hex12873-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"} Many of these challenges are due to, or exacerbated by, researchers lacking expertise and skills in patient stakeholder engagement principles and activities.[17](#hex12873-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}

To address this, a number of frameworks describing the conceptual foundations of patient stakeholder engagement in research and strategies detailing best practice activities have been published to help guide researchers.[22](#hex12873-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#hex12873-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#hex12873-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"} This proliferation, although welcome, has led to a diffusion of information and has increased the choices for researchers as they seek to effectively operationalize patient stakeholder engagement. To date, there have been limited efforts to summarize or consolidate the key messages and information from these conceptual frameworks and best practice recommendations. Therefore, the aims of this narrative review are to identify, quantify and summarize (a) the conceptual foundational principles of patient stakeholder engagement in research and (b) best practice activities to support this type of engagement.

2. METHODS {#hex12873-sec-0007}
==========

We conducted a systematic review of the literature supplemented with review of the grey literature to create a narrative review addressing the aims of this study. We used the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta Analyses (PRISMA) to guide the conduct and reporting of this review.[25](#hex12873-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}

2.1. Search strategy {#hex12873-sec-0008}
--------------------

We first accessed a publicly available repository of systematically identified articles created by the Patient Centered Outcomes Research Institute (PCORI) and Academy Health.[26](#hex12873-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"} The purpose of this repository is to systematically identify and collate English language articles from PubMED/MEDLINE that are related to patient stakeholder engagement in research. The repository identifies published articles from four specific areas namely: (a) the impact or effects of patient stakeholder in research; (b) research studies describing/exemplifying patient stakeholder in research; (c) evaluation strategies assessing patient stakeholder engagement; and (d) conceptual frameworks for patient stakeholder engagement in research. The search strategy for this repository was developed in partnership with a medical librarian given the poorly standardized nomenclature for patient stakeholder engagement in research in bibliographic databases. The specific terms and inclusion and exclusion criteria used for this repository are shown in Appendix [S1](#hex12873-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A, B. The date range for the search was 01/01/1995 up until 07/27/17 (which is the date the review was conducted). Our second search strategy involved accessing the grey literature (eg Google Scholar) using terms such as "patient engagement" or "patient participation" and "biomedical research" or "clinical research" and also included websites of known organizations supporting patient stakeholder engagement in research (eg PCORI, the Alberta Strategy for Patient Oriented Research SUPPORT Unit \[AbSPORU\], the United Kingdom\'s National Institute for Health Research \[NIHR\], the Canadian Institutes of Health Research (CIHR) and the Institute for Patient & Family Centered Care \[IPFCC\]). The reference lists of articles and reports were also examined to identify any additional publications.

2.2. Study identification, data extraction and analysis {#hex12873-sec-0009}
-------------------------------------------------------

We selected articles for review if they detailed either (a) a framework describing the conceptual foundations of patient stakeholder engagement in research or (b) guidelines describing best practices for supporting engaging patient stakeholders in research. Articles were excluded if they (a) discussed projects that utilized patient stakeholders as partners in research but did not detail how this was accomplished, (b) discussed general consumer involvement in research or public health but did not specifically provide any guidance or any mechanisms or activities to support involvement, (c) only described patient stakeholder involvement in research prioritization or selection of research topics or outcomes, and (d) used community‐based participatory research methods but did not explicitly describe the conceptual principles or best practices for engaging stakeholders in research in this context.

We screened all titles and abstracts of all articles contained within the literature repository and identified in the grey literature. The full texts of potentially relevant articles or reports were then obtained. Two reviewers then independently extracted data on a standard data collection form (Appendix [S2](#hex12873-sup-0002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) to organize the information about authors, title, year of publication, country of origin, whether the article describes a framework or guidelines of best practices and a brief summary of framework or guidelines. The contents of articles were also reviewed to explicitly note which domains the authors considered foundational to patient stakeholder engagement in research. Similarly, activities that support the operationalization of engagement were also extracted. We then quantified the number of times each foundational principle and best practice was reported. Finally, we developed an overarching framework summarizing our key findings. The study team conceptualized three distinct but inter‐related elements of the patient stakeholder engagement in research process. This was achieved by thematically grouping the foundational principles and best practices identified.[27](#hex12873-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}

3. RESULTS {#hex12873-sec-0010}
==========

The article repository contained 976 potentially relevant articles and our search of the grey literature identified 14 additional articles (N = 990), of which 935 (94.4%) were excluded (see flow diagram Figure [1](#hex12873-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}). The remaining 55 (5.6%) articles described the conceptual foundations of patient stakeholder engagement in research and best practice recommendations or activities to support these efforts.[5](#hex12873-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [9](#hex12873-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#hex12873-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#hex12873-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#hex12873-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#hex12873-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#hex12873-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#hex12873-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [28](#hex12873-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}, [29](#hex12873-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}, [30](#hex12873-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [31](#hex12873-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}, [32](#hex12873-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}, [33](#hex12873-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}, [34](#hex12873-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}, [35](#hex12873-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}, [36](#hex12873-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}, [37](#hex12873-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}, [38](#hex12873-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}, [39](#hex12873-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}, [40](#hex12873-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}, [41](#hex12873-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}, [42](#hex12873-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}, [43](#hex12873-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}, [44](#hex12873-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}, [45](#hex12873-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}, [46](#hex12873-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}, [47](#hex12873-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}, [48](#hex12873-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}, [49](#hex12873-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}, [50](#hex12873-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}, [51](#hex12873-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}, [52](#hex12873-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}, [53](#hex12873-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}, [54](#hex12873-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}, [55](#hex12873-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}, [56](#hex12873-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}, [57](#hex12873-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}, [58](#hex12873-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}, [59](#hex12873-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}, [60](#hex12873-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"}, [61](#hex12873-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"}, [62](#hex12873-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}, [63](#hex12873-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}, [64](#hex12873-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"}, [65](#hex12873-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}, [66](#hex12873-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"}, [67](#hex12873-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}, [68](#hex12873-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"}, [69](#hex12873-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"}, [70](#hex12873-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"}, [71](#hex12873-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"}, [72](#hex12873-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"}, [73](#hex12873-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"}, [74](#hex12873-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"} A full description of the 55 articles can be found in Appendix [S3](#hex12873-sup-0003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Despite the distinction between frameworks and guidelines of best practices, we found considerable overlap in the content of article types: some solely describe a framework, others solely describe best practice activities, and the remainder describe a combination of both. North American authors followed by European authors published the majority of articles. Five articles describe the same framework as the basis for their discussion: for example, three utilize the PCORI Engagement Rubric, apply it in practice or suggest additional best practices based on lessons learned from using the model[5](#hex12873-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#hex12873-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#hex12873-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} and two articles describe the FIRST model---a framework developed within rheumatology.[24](#hex12873-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [38](#hex12873-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"} Also to note, the language used by authors to describe patient stakeholders varied considerably across articles and included terms such as patient stakeholders, patients, families, lay members, consumers and community members.

![Review flow diagram](HEX-22-307-g001){#hex12873-fig-0001}

The foundational principles of patient stakeholder engagement in research and associated articles are delineated in Table [1](#hex12873-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}. The most commonly reported principles were respect (n = 25, 45%) and equitable power between all team members (n = 21, 38%) including democratic and open forums in which all parties could express their views equally and without judgement. Creating trust between patient stakeholders and researchers was described in 17 (31%) articles as a core principle. Ensuring the diversity of patient stakeholders and inclusiveness (n = 12, 22%), promoting shared and collaborative decision making (n = 10, 18%) and open and transparent processes (n = 12, 22%) were also rated as important foundations to engagement efforts. Less frequently reported foundational principles related to maintaining the integrity of the engagement process and consciously maintaining confidentiality (n = 2, 4%).

###### 

Summary of foundational principles of patient stakeholder engagement in research identified in 55 articles

  Foundation principles                                                        Article references                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        n (%)
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------
  Respect of stakeholders                                                      [9](#hex12873-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#hex12873-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#hex12873-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#hex12873-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [28](#hex12873-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}, [29](#hex12873-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}, [32](#hex12873-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}, [34](#hex12873-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}, [35](#hex12873-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}, [40](#hex12873-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}, [43](#hex12873-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}, [47](#hex12873-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}, [48](#hex12873-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}, [51](#hex12873-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}, [53](#hex12873-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}, [54](#hex12873-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}, [56](#hex12873-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}, [57](#hex12873-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}, [58](#hex12873-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}, [60](#hex12873-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"}, [62](#hex12873-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}, [63](#hex12873-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}, [69](#hex12873-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"}, [72](#hex12873-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"}, [74](#hex12873-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"}   25 (45)
  Equitable power between stakeholders and researchers                         [9](#hex12873-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#hex12873-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#hex12873-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#hex12873-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#hex12873-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [29](#hex12873-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}, [32](#hex12873-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}, [35](#hex12873-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}, [38](#hex12873-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}, [39](#hex12873-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}, [40](#hex12873-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}, [46](#hex12873-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}, [50](#hex12873-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}, [51](#hex12873-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}, [53](#hex12873-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}, [59](#hex12873-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}, [63](#hex12873-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}, [66](#hex12873-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"}, [68](#hex12873-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"}, [70](#hex12873-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"}, [71](#hex12873-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"}                                                                                                                                                                           21 (38)
  Trust between stakeholders and researchers                                   [5](#hex12873-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [9](#hex12873-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#hex12873-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [32](#hex12873-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}, [35](#hex12873-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}, [38](#hex12873-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}, [40](#hex12873-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}, [42](#hex12873-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}, [45](#hex12873-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}, [53](#hex12873-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}, [55](#hex12873-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}, [56](#hex12873-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}, [60](#hex12873-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"}, [62](#hex12873-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}, [63](#hex12873-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}, [70](#hex12873-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"}, [72](#hex12873-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"}                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    17 (31)
  Transparency/openness between stakeholders and researchers                   [5](#hex12873-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [9](#hex12873-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#hex12873-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [28](#hex12873-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}, [29](#hex12873-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}, [34](#hex12873-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}, [35](#hex12873-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}, [47](#hex12873-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}, [48](#hex12873-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}, [56](#hex12873-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}, [57](#hex12873-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}, [58](#hex12873-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      12 (22)
  Ensuring diversity of stakeholders and inclusiveness                         [5](#hex12873-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#hex12873-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [29](#hex12873-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}, [46](#hex12873-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}, [47](#hex12873-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}, [48](#hex12873-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}, [50](#hex12873-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}, [56](#hex12873-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}, [62](#hex12873-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}, [64](#hex12873-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"}, [70](#hex12873-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"}, [72](#hex12873-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"}                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     12 (22)
  Shared and collaborative decision making                                     [5](#hex12873-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#hex12873-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#hex12873-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [28](#hex12873-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}, [32](#hex12873-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}, [43](#hex12873-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}, [45](#hex12873-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}, [49](#hex12873-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}, [60](#hex12873-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"}, [62](#hex12873-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         10 (18)
  Support and flexibility of engagement process of activities                  [14](#hex12873-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [47](#hex12873-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}, [48](#hex12873-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}, [51](#hex12873-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}, [53](#hex12873-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}, [55](#hex12873-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}, [62](#hex12873-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}, [68](#hex12873-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"}, [69](#hex12873-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"}                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  9 (16)
  Honesty of research team                                                     [5](#hex12873-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [9](#hex12873-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#hex12873-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#hex12873-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [34](#hex12873-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}, [58](#hex12873-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}, [69](#hex12873-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"}                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        7 (13)
  Support from institutional/organizational leadership                         [28](#hex12873-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}, [45](#hex12873-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}, [51](#hex12873-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}, [56](#hex12873-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}, [62](#hex12873-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}, [69](#hex12873-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"}, [70](#hex12873-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"}                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      7 (13)
  Promote ownership/empowerment                                                [30](#hex12873-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [34](#hex12873-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}, [35](#hex12873-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}, [43](#hex12873-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}, [57](#hex12873-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}, [58](#hex12873-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                6 (11)
  Avoid tokenism                                                               [51](#hex12873-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}, [62](#hex12873-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}, [66](#hex12873-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"}, [69](#hex12873-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"}                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    4 (7)
  Integrity of research team                                                   [53](#hex12873-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}, [56](#hex12873-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}, [61](#hex12873-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"}                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              3 (5)
  Remaining conscious of confidentiality                                       [66](#hex12873-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"}, [69](#hex12873-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"}                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        2 (4)
  Responsiveness to act on patient stakeholder involvement/input               [47](#hex12873-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}, [48](#hex12873-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        2 (4)
  Accountability between stakeholders and researchers to the wider community   [47](#hex12873-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}, [48](#hex12873-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        2 (4)
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Articles also provided guidance and best practice recommendations of activities that support the realization of the foundational principles of patient stakeholder engagement in research (Table [2](#hex12873-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"}). Twenty‐seven (49%) articles emphasized the importance of providing access to training and education for both patient stakeholder partners---for example, in research methods---as well as researchers---particularly in how best to engage with patients and families. Providing financial compensation and reimbursement for patient stakeholders' time, expertise and expenses was noted in 19 (35%) articles. In preparing for engagement, many articles noted that researchers should take the time to understand each patient stakeholder\'s skill set and experiences as this would optimize the contributions that they can make to a research project (n = 19, 35%). Twenty articles (36%) emphasized regular, bidirectional dialogue between patient partners and researchers as important for successful engagement. Less frequent but notable recommendations were to appoint a neutral facilitator during research meetings to reduce power differentials and facilitate open discussions between researchers and patient stakeholders (n = 5, 9%). Involving patient stakeholders early in research projects, creating a system for acknowledging and validating their contributions and developing processes for ongoing monitoring, evaluation and feedback also were described as worthwhile activities to promote engagement. In terms of structures to promote engagement in research, seven articles (13%) suggested the establishment of Patient and Family Advisory Councils (PFACs) as helpful, while two (4%) outlined the use of subcommittees within PFACs to focus on research activities.

###### 

Summary of best practice activities to support patient stakeholder engagement in research identified in 55 articles

  Best practice activity                                        Article references                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            n (%)
  ------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------
  Training and education of researchers and patients            [5](#hex12873-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#hex12873-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#hex12873-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#hex12873-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#hex12873-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [28](#hex12873-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}, [32](#hex12873-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}, [35](#hex12873-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}, [38](#hex12873-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}, [39](#hex12873-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}, [42](#hex12873-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}, [43](#hex12873-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}, [45](#hex12873-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}, [46](#hex12873-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}, [49](#hex12873-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}, [51](#hex12873-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}, [52](#hex12873-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}, [54](#hex12873-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}, [56](#hex12873-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}, [59](#hex12873-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}, [62](#hex12873-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}, [63](#hex12873-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}, [64](#hex12873-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"}, [65](#hex12873-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}, [69](#hex12873-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"}, [71](#hex12873-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"}, [74](#hex12873-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"}   27 (49)
  Regular dialogue/Bidirectional communication                  [5](#hex12873-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#hex12873-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#hex12873-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [29](#hex12873-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}, [39](#hex12873-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}, [42](#hex12873-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}, [50](#hex12873-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}, [51](#hex12873-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}, [54](#hex12873-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}, [55](#hex12873-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}, [56](#hex12873-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}, [58](#hex12873-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}, [62](#hex12873-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}, [65](#hex12873-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}, [66](#hex12873-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"}, [67](#hex12873-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}, [69](#hex12873-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"}, [71](#hex12873-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"}, [72](#hex12873-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"}, [74](#hex12873-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"}                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         20 (36)
  Compensation and reimbursement of out‐of‐pocket expenses      [5](#hex12873-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#hex12873-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [30](#hex12873-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [31](#hex12873-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}, [34](#hex12873-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}, [38](#hex12873-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}, [39](#hex12873-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}, [43](#hex12873-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}, [45](#hex12873-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}, [49](#hex12873-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}, [52](#hex12873-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}, [57](#hex12873-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}, [58](#hex12873-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}, [60](#hex12873-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"}, [63](#hex12873-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}, [64](#hex12873-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"}, [69](#hex12873-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"}, [70](#hex12873-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"}, [74](#hex12873-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"}                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   19 (35)
  Select patient partners based on their skills and interests   [23](#hex12873-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#hex12873-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [31](#hex12873-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}, [33](#hex12873-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}, [34](#hex12873-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}, [35](#hex12873-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}, [38](#hex12873-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}, [43](#hex12873-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}, [45](#hex12873-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}, [55](#hex12873-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}, [58](#hex12873-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}, [60](#hex12873-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"}, [62](#hex12873-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}, [63](#hex12873-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}, [67](#hex12873-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}, [69](#hex12873-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"}, [71](#hex12873-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"}, [73](#hex12873-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"}, [74](#hex12873-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"}                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  19 (35)
  Clarify roles of stakeholders                                 [13](#hex12873-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#hex12873-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#hex12873-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#hex12873-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [31](#hex12873-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}, [34](#hex12873-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}, [37](#hex12873-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}, [38](#hex12873-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}, [39](#hex12873-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}, [44](#hex12873-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}, [46](#hex12873-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}, [51](#hex12873-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}, [55](#hex12873-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}, [56](#hex12873-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}, [61](#hex12873-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"}, [62](#hex12873-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}, [63](#hex12873-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}, [69](#hex12873-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"}, [74](#hex12873-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"}                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  19 (35)
  Ongoing monitoring and evaluation of engagement process       [17](#hex12873-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#hex12873-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [31](#hex12873-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}, [32](#hex12873-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}, [35](#hex12873-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}, [38](#hex12873-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}, [42](#hex12873-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}, [50](#hex12873-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}, [52](#hex12873-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}, [58](#hex12873-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}, [59](#hex12873-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}, [62](#hex12873-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}, [63](#hex12873-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}, [65](#hex12873-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}, [67](#hex12873-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}, [70](#hex12873-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"}, [71](#hex12873-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"}, [73](#hex12873-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"}                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            18 (33)
  Involve stakeholders early in research study                  [13](#hex12873-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#hex12873-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#hex12873-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [34](#hex12873-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}, [36](#hex12873-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}, [37](#hex12873-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}, [38](#hex12873-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}, [43](#hex12873-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}, [45](#hex12873-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}, [50](#hex12873-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}, [51](#hex12873-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}, [57](#hex12873-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}, [65](#hex12873-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}, [66](#hex12873-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"}, [67](#hex12873-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}, [68](#hex12873-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"}, [71](#hex12873-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"}, [74](#hex12873-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"}                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            18 (33)
  Set and manage expectations/realistic goals                   [13](#hex12873-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#hex12873-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#hex12873-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [31](#hex12873-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}, [34](#hex12873-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}, [36](#hex12873-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}, [37](#hex12873-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}, [38](#hex12873-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}, [39](#hex12873-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}, [49](#hex12873-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}, [65](#hex12873-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}, [67](#hex12873-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}, [68](#hex12873-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"}, [71](#hex12873-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"}                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    14 (25)
  Regular acknowledgement of stakeholder contributions          [23](#hex12873-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#hex12873-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [28](#hex12873-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}, [35](#hex12873-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}, [38](#hex12873-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}, [41](#hex12873-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}, [50](#hex12873-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}, [57](#hex12873-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}, [59](#hex12873-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}, [61](#hex12873-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"}, [64](#hex12873-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"}, [66](#hex12873-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"}, [70](#hex12873-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"}, [74](#hex12873-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"}                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    14 (25)
  Regular face‐to‐face/in‐person contact                        [24](#hex12873-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [30](#hex12873-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [33](#hex12873-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}, [38](#hex12873-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}, [43](#hex12873-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}, [49](#hex12873-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}, [58](#hex12873-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}, [60](#hex12873-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"}, [74](#hex12873-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"}                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      9 (16)
  Appoint a coordinator to manage engagement                    [24](#hex12873-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [31](#hex12873-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}, [33](#hex12873-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}, [38](#hex12873-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}, [45](#hex12873-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}, [49](#hex12873-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}, [52](#hex12873-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}, [69](#hex12873-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"}, [74](#hex12873-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"}                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      9 (16)
  Define scope of engagement for each project                   [13](#hex12873-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [29](#hex12873-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}, [31](#hex12873-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}, [43](#hex12873-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}, [49](#hex12873-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}, [50](#hex12873-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}, [61](#hex12873-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"}, [62](#hex12873-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}, [69](#hex12873-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"}                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      9 (16)
  Use lay language and avoid jargon                             [23](#hex12873-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [32](#hex12873-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}, [36](#hex12873-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}, [37](#hex12873-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}, [39](#hex12873-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}, [52](#hex12873-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}, [58](#hex12873-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}, [62](#hex12873-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                8 (15)
  Secure and budget for engagement activities                   [31](#hex12873-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}, [32](#hex12873-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}, [37](#hex12873-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}, [56](#hex12873-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}, [60](#hex12873-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"}, [63](#hex12873-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}, [69](#hex12873-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"}, [74](#hex12873-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"}                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                8 (15)
  Patient & Family Advisory Council (PFAC) model                [17](#hex12873-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [34](#hex12873-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}, [38](#hex12873-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}, [50](#hex12873-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}, [54](#hex12873-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}, [55](#hex12873-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}, [74](#hex12873-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"}                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          7 (13)
  Neutral facilitator/moderator                                 [23](#hex12873-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [31](#hex12873-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}, [46](#hex12873-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}, [55](#hex12873-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}, [69](#hex12873-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"}                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              5 (9)
  Accessible/regular meetings                                   [24](#hex12873-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [38](#hex12873-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}, [46](#hex12873-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  3 (5)
  Use experienced partners as support                           [34](#hex12873-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}, [38](#hex12873-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}, [39](#hex12873-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  3 (5)
  Allow informal socializing/networking                         [58](#hex12873-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}, [68](#hex12873-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"}, [69](#hex12873-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"}                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  3 (5)
  Work in small groups                                          [58](#hex12873-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}, [60](#hex12873-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"}                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            2 (4)
  Allow for subcommittees to work on                            [45](#hex12873-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}, [63](#hex12873-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            2 (4)
  Allow time to build relationships                             [51](#hex12873-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}, [62](#hex12873-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            2 (4)
  Maintain continuity of membership                             [68](#hex12873-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"}                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      1 (2)
  Involve patient organizations                                 [44](#hex12873-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      1 (2)
  Hire staff from community of study                            [69](#hex12873-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"}                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      1 (2)
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An overarching foundational framework summarizing the key findings from this narrative review is shown in Figure [2](#hex12873-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}. In this framework, three distinct but inter‐related elements of patient stakeholder engagement in research are conceptualized namely "foundational principles," "best practices" and "research phases." Within the "foundational principles," element are thematically grouped foundational principles from Table [1](#hex12873-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}. Similarly, within the "best practices," element are thematically grouped activities from Table [2](#hex12873-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"}. The final element of the framework describes the three distinct "research phases" of study where engagement should occur---design and preparation, conduct and implementation and dissemination. All elements within this framework are inter‐related as shown by the circular arrows surrounding them. For example, the foundational engagement principles should infuse all best practices, which are subsequently relevant to activities within each research phase.

![Foundational framework summarizing principles and best practice activities supporting patient stakeholder engagement in research](HEX-22-307-g002){#hex12873-fig-0002}

4. DISCUSSION {#hex12873-sec-0011}
=============

Engaging patient stakeholders in research in partnership as advisors, collaborators and co‐investigators presents an opportunity to design, implement and disseminate patient‐centred research. These partnerships can better ensure that research incorporates the patient stakeholder voice including their priorities and preferences. Engagement efforts facilitate patient‐centred research design, implementation and dissemination. Our review of a selection of publicly available repository of systematically identified literature[26](#hex12873-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"} for the first time summarizes existing frameworks and commentary to quantify the key foundational principles of patient stakeholder engagement as well as best practice recommendations that can assist operationalize these partnerships during the life cycle of a research project. Our review also creates an overarching foundational framework that summarizes guidance for authentic and sustainable partnerships between patient stakeholders and researchers.

The most commonly reported foundational elements of patient stakeholder engagement are respect, equitable power and trust. This is not surprising as these elements are consistently highlighted in qualitative studies exploring patient stakeholder experiences of engaging in research. For example, telephone interviews with patient stakeholders in the United States found that the relationships with researchers had to be respectful and trusting for them to be a success.[56](#hex12873-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"} Commentaries by patient stakeholders note that mutual trust was key to keeping open dialogue flowing with the research team.[24](#hex12873-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [53](#hex12873-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}, [75](#hex12873-bib-0075){ref-type="ref"}, [76](#hex12873-bib-0076){ref-type="ref"} A number of focus group studies have reported that equitable and shared collaborative decision making is essential during the research engagement process.[19](#hex12873-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [59](#hex12873-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}

A number of articles identified in this review note the importance of acknowledging and addressing the diversity of patient stakeholders who are engaged as partners in research, a well‐established challenge.[56](#hex12873-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}, [77](#hex12873-bib-0077){ref-type="ref"}, [78](#hex12873-bib-0078){ref-type="ref"} Addressing diversity through efforts that are now emerging to help overcome the challenges[77](#hex12873-bib-0077){ref-type="ref"}, [79](#hex12873-bib-0079){ref-type="ref"} can better ensure a range of voices are captured that will enhance the generalizability of the findings. One key suggestion is that researchers conduct outreach and bring research to the communities where people live.[77](#hex12873-bib-0077){ref-type="ref"}, [79](#hex12873-bib-0079){ref-type="ref"} Further, appreciating that some groups may be apprehensive to partner with research teams due to historical mistrust must also be considered when partnering with certain populations.[77](#hex12873-bib-0077){ref-type="ref"} This means during engagement that researchers should focus on creating mutual respect, trust and openness---key foundational principles of engagement identified in this review.

Authors identified in this review proposed that the most effective model for patient stakeholder engagement is that of Patient and Family Advisory Councils (PFACs). These councils support patient stakeholders to meet regularly at a health‐care institution and share their experiences of care or collective perspectives on a specific topic.[80](#hex12873-bib-0080){ref-type="ref"} Harnessing these existing structures is advantageous for research given PFAC members are already orientated and engaged.[23](#hex12873-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"} However, using the PFAC model is only one approach. Other opportunities exist that may allow for greater outreach and an increase in the diversity of engaged stakeholders, without necessarily requiring in‐person meetings: for instance, the use of e‐advisors[81](#hex12873-bib-0081){ref-type="ref"} and online communities such as the "Patients Like Me" collaborative that has informed type II diabetes research.[82](#hex12873-bib-0082){ref-type="ref"}

The summary framework derived from our review also describes a range of best practice activities, or actions, that build on the foundational elements of patient stakeholder engagement in research. The most frequently noted activity to support engagement was training for both patient stakeholders and researchers. While training is not intended to create researchers of patient stakeholders, which could mean they lose their unique perspective, orientation to research processes, to research topics and to working within a research team has been shown to enhance their participation and engagement. Equally as necessary is researcher training in how to authentically and effectively engage patient stakeholders---a skill deficiency cited by researchers.[17](#hex12873-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [20](#hex12873-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"} Co‐learning of patient stakeholders and researchers has also been described as an opportunity to further enhance the relationship between all members of the research team. A number of education and training resources are freely available to support this process.[13](#hex12873-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [83](#hex12873-bib-0083){ref-type="ref"}, [84](#hex12873-bib-0084){ref-type="ref"}, [85](#hex12873-bib-0085){ref-type="ref"}, [86](#hex12873-bib-0086){ref-type="ref"}, [87](#hex12873-bib-0087){ref-type="ref"}

Compensation for patient stakeholders for their expertise and time, and reimbursement for out‐of‐pocket expenses was cited as good practice in articles identified in this review. While these practices are encouraged by funding agencies and are dependent on the level of engagement,[11](#hex12873-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [88](#hex12873-bib-0088){ref-type="ref"} both remain a challenge to operationalize in practice given they are often not budgeted for. Stipends or reimbursements for out‐of‐pocket expenses should be viewed as an absolute minimum. While the motivation of patient stakeholders to engage and participate in research is altruistic,[7](#hex12873-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} it is imperative that if they contribute during the life cycle of a research project, compensation should be equitable, transparent or even customized to the individual patient stakeholder needs.[30](#hex12873-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}

Another activity noted in our review was to regularly evaluate the engagement process during the life cycle of a research project. This allows for engagement efforts to be recalibrated based on feedback and ensures patient stakeholders remain active and informed partners. While there have been significant efforts to describe the benefits, or value, of engaging patient stakeholders in research such as improved research quality, processes, recruitment and retention rates,[3](#hex12873-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [4](#hex12873-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [6](#hex12873-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [10](#hex12873-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} there are currently no validated tools that can evaluate the actual process of research engagement, or the experiences of patient stakeholders who are engaged. Our review has identified potential domains (Tables [1](#hex12873-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"} and [2](#hex12873-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"}) that could be used to inform items in such an evaluation tool. Similarly, Hamilton and colleague\'s conceptual framework for patient engagement in research describes eight relevant themes that could also be used as a basis for evaluation.[89](#hex12873-bib-0089){ref-type="ref"} There is an urgent need to develop an evaluation tool to ensure that the engagement process is meaningful, authentic and a positive experience for both patient stakeholders and researchers.[16](#hex12873-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}

Our review has a number of limitations including the potential for selection bias given that only English language bibliographic databases were searched, meaning some relevant articles would have been missed. Other English language articles may also have not been included in this review due to the poorly standardized taxonomy and nomenclature related to patient stakeholder engagement in research. Given this limitation, we strongly recommend that new Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) terms are submitted to the National Library that would capture patient engagement in the peer‐reviewed literature. Terms such as "patient engagement," "patient involvement," or "patient‐centered outcomes research," or "patient partner," and other relevant terms would be extremely helpful for identifying such literature. Further, we acknowledge that the search terms used to identify articles in this review are US centric and do not include terminology used in some international settings. However, given the broad search terms used to create the repository accessed for this review, the number of articles missed would likely be small. It is also essential to apply some caution to our results in that just because a foundational principle, or best practice, is not frequency reported this does not imply that it is less important or applicable. The science of patient stakeholder engagement in research is new and evolving meaning we do not know yet which principles or practices are most important.

In summary, this narrative review has summarized the foundational principles of engagement between researchers and patient stakeholders and describes best practice activities to support this process. This information can be used to facilitate patient‐centred research, thereby ensuring the patient stakeholder voice and perspective remains central.
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